
Helping Kids Discover Who They're Meant to Become by
Connecting Teachers with the Students They Were Meant to Teach

 

Congratulations! A Parent Just Printed Your Trial Coupon!

 

 

We're thrilled to introduce you to...Dash Lilienstein

Dash just printed a trial class coupon for your program on Kidzmet and we
thought you'd like to learn a little bit more about them before they came to
visit.

Dash is a predominantly Visual learner
This student will probably relate best to written
information, diagrams, graphs, and charts--and may often
ask for verbal instructions to be repeated...or simply
prefer to study in a quiet place. Interestingly enough,
while visual learners can describe in detail how people
looked or dressed in the past, they often won't remember
names as easily!

Dash's innate talents appear to lie within the realms of Verbal
Smarts, Music Smarts, and Self Smarts.

Based on Dash's personality, we recommend the
following teaching approach:
This student has incredible powers of concentration and
loves to have plenty of time to work independently in a
logical way. They prefer not to experiment and prefer
situations where A + B always equals C and feel most
comfortable with rules and explicit objectives. The

opposite of a procrastinator, this student likes to have adequate time to
prepare for and reach their goals.

A natural student, they thrive in traditional structured environments where
their meticulous attention to detail and natural propensity toward
organization is valued--even if it's behind the scenes. This individual abhors
being the center of attention and can get nervous and anxious if you are
presented with situations or problems that you don't already know how to
think about or solve.

If your class is open-ended or objectively assessed, it may not be a great fit
for this student. The best types of classes for this student are either 1:1
teacher to student classes or activities with small teacher to student ratios.

The good news is, because of their desire for stability, rules and routine,
they most likely will want to continue with a certain type of class over a
period of many years, continually setting and achieving higher and higher
goals for themselves along a knowledge ladder.



We hope you thoroughly enjoy your upcoming visit with Dash! Once they've
had their trial enrichment experience, please don't forget to rate your
connection with the child, so that we can continue to improve our
connection engine and send you the students you were truly meant to teach.

You're receiving this email because a local parent just printed a kidzmet trial class coupon for your program.
To discontinue receiving these introductory emails, simply click here and uncheck the box that reads

"Student Introduction Emails".


